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ABSTRACT
Cyclone Classification and Prediction models rely on large intensity based on the maximum speed of the wind, along
with the classification of intensity. The computational constraints blended with the formation of those intensities,
cyclone classification and prediction firmly depreciate the full range of optimal features required for classification
and hence accurate representation is less possible. Keeping this point, our study inspects the potential of Spatiotemporal features using a machine learning algorithm as an alternative to the current study of cyclones. This method
is called, Spatio-Temporal Kalman Momentum and Two Dimensional Deep Learning (SKM-2DDP) for cyclone
classification and prediction. To start with, pre-processing is performed by applying the Kalman Momentum
Conservation Filter mechanism based on the design of the Dvorak technique to obtain optimal estimates of state
variables and reduce the computational burden involved to remove noise from input cyclone images. With the resultant
denoised input cyclone images, Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction is performed. Features obtained from the
inherent intrinsic properties of pre-processed cyclone images of several weather conditions result in successful
classification. Followed by pre-processing, in this work, features constituting both pixel-wise intensities over time and
the directional length are being considered. The dependency of autocorrelation with each pixel’s intensities over time
and two temporal features are helped for coarse classification of weather conditions according to their visual effects.
Finally, with the inherent intrinsic features extracted, a Two Dimensional Deep Learning model is utilized to foretell
the cyclone intensity. Experimental evaluation of the proposed SKM-2DDP method is accomplished using images of
cyclone dataset with many factors just as peak signal to noise ratio, prediction accuracy, prediction time and falsepositive rate. Our own selves have considered with several cyclone images acquired from two different cyclone image
datasets namely OCKHI_DEC2017 and VARDAH_DEC2016.
Keywords: Cyclone Classification and Prediction, Spatio-Temporal, Dvorak technique, Kalman Momentum, Two
Dimensional Deep Learning
1.0

INTRODUCTION

In the planetary atmosphere, cyclones are assumed to be large-scale, nonlinear, coherent, and long-lived structures
which are distinguished by powerful vertical winds and robust nonlinear momentum balance in horizontal winds. One
of the well-studied problems in meteorology is cyclone tracking for which several methods are available. Conventional
models used for cyclone tracking depend on several factors that require distinct domain knowledge. Moreover,
depression analysis is another significant concept in meteorology. In specific, the temporal evolution of cyclone
detection necessitates depression analysis.
A study of temporal evolution was performed in [1] called, Cyclone identification and tracking. A channel for the
search of cyclones and their temporal evolution has been reported for cyclone description and tracking. The method
combined the robustness of topological approaches and detailed tracking information using optical flow analysis. In
this method, first cyclones were identified based on blooming topological concepts. Followed by which, the candidate
was tracked using an optical flow field. These tracks were then clustered in a moving time window to discover
prominent coherent cyclone movements and forwarded to a final tracking step. With this, temporal noise was said to
be removed by identifying redundant tracks and therefore improving cyclone tracking accuracy.
Estimation of cyclone intensity is considered to be the most cumbersome process because of the complicated
requirement of domain knowledge like feature extraction, pre-processing and analysis based on human intervention
for analysis. Due to the resulting inconsistency, extensive pre-processing and problem domain complexity, intensity
estimation is considered to be a time-consuming process. Deep Convolutional Neural Network [2] architecture was
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designed with the objective of classifying the hurricanes based on intensity via the graphics processing unit. With this,
better accuracy was said to be achieved with the lower root-mean-square error.
On the above premises, this paper applies a Spatio-Temporal Kalman Momentum and Two Dimensional Deep
Learning (SKM-2DDP) for cyclone classification and prediction including a deep learning model. The significant
concepts of this paper are highlighted below:
1.

Unlike relying on existing cyclone images, the cyclone prediction model for disaster risk assessment is
followed to figure out the impacts of a cyclone using publicly existing images, vardah and ockhi cyclone
images.

2.

A Kalman Momentum Conservation Filter model is developed for concerning optimal estimates of state
variables involving the Dvorak technique.

3.

Combining the correlation model and covariance factor, the spatial and temporal features of high events are
appraised, considering both time and location.

4.

A new Two Dimensional Deep Learning model is proposed, which considers probability distribution in
predicting the cyclone. To layout, the applicability of the proposed method, vardah and ockhi cyclone images
are considered.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work for cyclone prediction. In section 3, we
have presented the proposed method with clear block diagrams. Section 4 is concerned with the experimental setup
followed by detailed discussion. At last, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2.0

RELATED WORKS

To predict weather conditions in a significant manner, weather forecasting is considered to be one of the main
solutions. Due to this, severe situations about the weather even result in loss of lives if not properly predicted. Hence,
there requires a certain amount of advancements in the prevailing prediction techniques with complex background.
In [4], the optical flow was utilized to observe and develop a certain amount of visual features for predicting effective
weather conditions. However, certain reliable power grids are also found to be highly susceptible to extreme
occurrences. A quantitative resilience assessment mechanism was designed, in [5] which both the spatial and temporal
aspects of the typhoon. It also permitted measurement of resilience by taking into consideration, the intensity of the
weather, emergency, etc.
A common mechanism for sampling the area of prediction is to create an ensemble of probable outcomes. In this
manner, the ensemble’s distribution provides the statistical analysis for the prediction space. However, research works
on sampling space has revealed that the changes in the uncertainty of the prediction, due to size or strength results in
adverse effects. This problem was addressed in [6] by specifically producing the ensemble as a set of annotated
trajectories, and developing a smaller representative and spatially well-formed ensemble. However, depressions were
not considered. As depression play a major role in cyclone prediction, analysis of cluster and recognition of a pattern
in rainfall forecast for an hourly basis was presented in [7], therefore improving the rainfall forecast accuracy. A case
study on the Bay of Bengal was presented in [8].
In several scientific analysis and processes involved in decision making, effective and efficient prediction of the
climate remains the major cornerstone. As far as long term is concerned, different probable climate results in several
hazards. To address this issue, a deep neural network model was applied in [9] for forecasting short term climate. Yet
another global modeling was designed in [10] to reduce the coastal complexity. However, due to a lack of tropical
cyclone intensity, the accuracy rate was found to be reduced. The impact of microphysics systems and topography on
the estimation of heavy rainfall and tropical cyclone was presented in [11].
Though CNN is best suited for recognition of objects, it necessitates several modifications as far as the estimation of
intensity is concerned. In [12] domain knowledge of meteorologists was integrated with the rotation invariance to
reach better performance. Yet another new software library was presented in [13] for numerical weather prediction.
Yet, another zero-inflated modelling mechanism and ANN (artificial neural networks) [14] for predicting the tornado-
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induced property damage utilizing available data in public. Scientific challenges related to local to regional feedback
processes leading to excess causes were presented in [15].
With the aid of satellite observations have resulted in an abundance of information about ocean circulation. Despite,
these, the subsamples of the ocean are done by native satellite altimetry data and do not efficiently evaluate the
subsurface quantities. Temporal data measurement for every orbital cycle is made twice, on the other hand, the spatial
data heavily depends on the distance between tracks of the ground. To address this issue, a subgrid parameterization
specific to a particular region or external forcing was designed in [16].
In [17], a case study related to trend analysis of rainfall and temperature was studied. Furthermore, long short-term
memory for rainfall prediction was presented in [18] to measure the accuracy rate. Yet another adaptation of boosting
ensemble mechanism to demand forecasting model by implementing a novel decision integration technique to improve
the prediction accuracy was presented in [19]. A deep learning regression network was designed in [20] for moisture
prediction.
The major issues in the cyclone classification and prediction are identified from the above-said literature such as less
prediction accuracy, more prediction time, higher false-positive rate, minimal signals to noise ratio and so on. Such
kinds of major issues are overcome by introducing a novel technique called Spatio-Temporal Kalman Momentum and
Two Dimensional Deep Learning (SKM-2DDP).
This proposed work gets differentiated from the above-discussed literature studies in that optimal estimates of state
variables about cyclone prediction are first presented. Unlike the literature studies, a novel deep learning model is
proposed to boost the performance of cyclone prediction. In contrast to the above methods, our spatio-temporal model
ensures that highly correlated features are extracted that in turn play a major role in determining the significance of a
cyclone. Two-dimensional deep learning with potential predictors’ efficiently predicts the intensity of the cyclone.
The contents of the proposed scheme can be discussed in Section 3.
3.0

SPATIO-TEMPORAL KALMAN MOMENTUM AND TWO DIMENSIONAL DEEP LEARNING

For accurate cyclone prediction, we propose Spatio-Temporal Kalman Momentum and Two Dimensional Deep
Learning (SKM-2DDP) to obtain optimal estimates of state variables and to learn effective features of cyclone
trajectories for early prediction. The architecture of SKM-2DDP for cyclone classification and prediction is shown in
figure 1.
The objective behind the use of the Kalman Momentum Conservation Filter mechanism lies in the fact that the
performance of a forecast model changes from the cyclone to cyclone. A model works competently for a cyclone and
another it does not. This event appears quite essential because each cyclone has distinct and neighborhood physical
features. Hence, the Kalman Momentum Conservation Filter mechanism is applied as a pre-processing step to obtain
the optimal estimates of state variables. Features acquired from the inherent characteristics of visual effects of several
climatic conditions present to strong classification.
In this work, features constituting both pixel-wise intensities over time and the directional length are presented. Based
on the correlation of each pixel’s intensities for two different states, both spatio and features of temporal relations are
used for the classification of climatic conditions in line with the visual effects. This is performed via Spatio Temporal
Feature Extraction. Finally, with the extracted spatio-temporal features, early cyclone prediction is performed by
applying the Two Dimensional Deep Learning model.
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Kalman Momentum
Conservation Filter
mechanism

Denoised image
Feature extraction
Spatio Temporal
Feature Extraction

Inherent intrinsic features
extracted
Cyclone prediction
Two Dimensional Deep
Learning

Cyclone prediction with higher
accuracy and lower error rate
Fig. 1: Block diagram of Spatio-Temporal Kalman Momentum
and Two Dimensional Deep Learning (SKM-2DDP)
3.1

System mode

In this work, the Spatio-Temporal Kalman Momentum and Two Dimensional Deep Learning (SKM-2DDP) for
cyclone classification and prediction are designed based on a hypergraph model. The hypergraph model forms a
generalization of a graph where an edge joins any number of vertices. The hypergraph ‘𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻’ corresponds to a pair
‘𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐸𝐸)’, where ‘𝑉𝑉’ denotes the number of vertices and ‘𝐸𝐸’ denotes the non-empty subsets of ‘𝑉𝑉’. The input
images are here represented in the form of vertices ‘𝑉𝑉’ and the link between the pixels present in the input cyclone
images is represented in the form of non-empty subsets.
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3.2

Kalman Momentum Conservation Filter mechanism

In this section, to start with, initial pre-processing of input cyclone images is performed by applying the Kalman
Momentum Conservation Filter mechanism. The mechanism is designed based on the Dvorak technique to obtain
optimal estimates of state variables and reduce the computational burden involved in removing noise from input
cyclone images. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the Kalman Momentum Conservation Filter model.

Obtain Discrete
Time Filter
Input
image

Measure state of
system for ‘𝑚𝑚’ and ‘𝑛𝑛’

Pre-processed
image

Obtain momentum shift
between ‘𝑔𝑔𝑚𝑚 ’ & ‘𝑔𝑔𝑛𝑛 ’

Fig. 2: Block diagram of Kalman Momentum Conservation Filter
As illustrated in the above figure 2, the discrete-time Kalman Filtering model utilized to procure the optimal estimate
with a linear vector difference equation is expressed as given below.
𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑚𝑚, 𝑚𝑚 − 1). 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚−1 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 (𝑚𝑚, 𝑚𝑚 − 1). 𝑣𝑣𝑚𝑚−1

(1)

𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚 = 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑚𝑚). 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 + 𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚
𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 = 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛). 𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 + 𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛

(2)
(3)

From the above equation (1), the state of the system at the time ‘𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 ’ given by ‘(𝑛𝑛 ∗ 1)’ vector for ‘𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 ’ is
obtained, ‘(𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑛𝑛)’ state transition matrix that corresponds the state at the time ‘𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚−1 ’ to state at the time ‘𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 ’, ‘(𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑝𝑝)’
matrix that relates theoretical input at the time ‘𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚−1 ’ to state at the time ‘𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 ’ and ‘(𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑝𝑝)’ theoretical random vector
input at the time ‘𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 ’ respectively. Then, the states of the system for two different states ‘𝑚𝑚’ and ‘𝑛𝑛’ are assumed
measurable through output ‘𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚 ’ and ‘𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 ’ which is linearly related to the state distorted by a noise ‘𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚 ’, ‘𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛 ’ and is
expressed as given below.

From above equations (2) and (3), with the aid of the observation matrices ‘𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂’ for two different states ‘𝑚𝑚’
and ‘𝑛𝑛’, the momentum shift rate ‘𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀’ of the two states ‘(𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚 , 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 )’ is equal to the sum of the forces acting on it for an
input image ‘𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ’ is expressed as given below.
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚 , 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 ) =

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚 , 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 ) =

𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚

+

𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛

(𝜌𝜌𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚 ) +

�𝑞𝑞 �

𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛

+

𝜕𝜕

(𝜌𝜌𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 )

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛
𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚

−

2
3

𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿

(4)

𝜕𝜕
𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚
�𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 �� + 𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥 (−𝜌𝜌𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 )
𝑚𝑚
𝑛𝑛

(5)
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The pseudo code representation of Kalman Momentum Conservation pre-processing algorithm is given below.
Input: Input image ‘𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ’, time ‘𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 ’ noise ‘𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚 , 𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛 ’
Output: Pre-processed image with optimal estimates of state variables
1: Begin
2:
For Input image ‘𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ’
3:
Measure optimal estimate with linear vector difference using equation (1)
4:
For each state of the system for two different states ‘𝑚𝑚’ and ‘𝑛𝑛’ distorted by a noise ‘𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚 ’, ‘𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛 ’
5:
Measure output ‘𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚 ’ and ‘𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 ’ using equation (2) and (3)
6:
Obtain a momentum shift rate for two states ‘(𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚 , 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 )’ using equation (4) and (5)
7:
Return (pre-processed image)
8:
End for
9:
End for
10: End
Algorithm 1: Kalman Momentum Conservation pre-processing algorithm
To start with, in the Kalman Momentum Conservation pre-processing algorithm, with the aid of satellite picture of a
tropical cyclone, the input cyclone image is matched with a number of all possible pattern types [3], namely, Curved
band Pattern, Shear Pattern, Eye Pattern, Central Dense Overcast (CDO) Pattern, Embedded Center Pattern or Central
Cold Cover Pattern and so on. In our work, as the infrared satellite imagery is available for Eye Patterns, the difference
between the temperature of the warm eye and surrounding cold cloud tops are computed. Higher the contrast, the more
powerful the tropical cyclone is evaluated to be. With higher contrast images, a linear vector difference equation is
obtained for each input image. Next, states of the system for two different states at different time intervals are
observed. Finally, the momentum shift is extracted to obtain optimal estimates of state variables.
3.3

Correlated Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction

With the resultant denoised input cyclone images, Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction is performed. As to perform
fine-tuned classification about several weather conditions, the main objective in this work remains in extracting
effective and efficient features that preserve the similar weather conditions, whereas differentiating the distinct ones.
This is said to be achieved by extracting the spatio and temporal features. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the
correlated spatio-temporal feature extraction model.

Frame
Pre-processed
image

Temporal feature

Time
Location

Spatial feature

Correlation function
Correlated spatiotemporal
feature
Fig.3: Block diagram of Correlated Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction model
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As illustrated in the above figure, concentrating on each pixel, intensities of image sequences representing different
states with respect to time are evolved as temporal features and is expressed as given below.
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 =

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶+𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷)

(6)

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 )

From the above equation (6), the temporal factors for the corresponding pre-processed images ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃’ are arrived based
on the covariance factor. In the high dimensional setting, though optimal estimates of state variables are obtained via
pre-processing, the number of variables in pre-processed image ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃’ is found to be greater than the sample size ‘𝑛𝑛’.
This dimensionality poses a challenge in extracting potential predictors. To address this issue, a covariance factor is
evolved in the above equation (6), that determines the current frame ‘𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶’ and displace frame ‘𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷’ number of time
series ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 , 𝑡𝑡 ∈ 𝑇𝑇’. Followed by this, a correlation function ‘𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 ’ is expressed as given below that includes the preprocessed images for current frame ‘ 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ’, pre-processed images including both current and displaced frame
‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶+𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ’ and the average pixels of the pre-processed images ‘𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)’ respectively. This is expressed as given
below.
𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 =

�𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 −𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)��𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶+𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 −𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)�
(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 −𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)

(7)

Based on the correlated function, the spatio features are extracted and observed at location ‘𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙’ and is
mathematically expressed as given below.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (𝑘𝑘)

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 . 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 �

𝑇𝑇

�

(8)

The pseudo-code representation of correlated feature extraction is given below.
Input: pre-processed image ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃’
Output: Spatio-temporal feature ‘𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆’ extraction with potential predictor
1: Begin
2:
For each pre-processed image ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃’
3:
Extract temporal factors using (6)
4:
Obtain the correlation function using equation (7)
5:
Extract spatio factors based on correlation using equation (8)
6:
Return (spatio-temporal features)
7:
End for
8: End
Algorithm 2: Correlated feature extraction
As given in the above-correlated feature extraction algorithm with the pre-processed cyclone images given as input,
the objective remains in extracting potential predictors that later serve for significant prediction. This is achieved by
extracting both the temporal and spatio features. A correlation function over time and location is then used to extract
spatio features, resulting in a potential predictor extractor model.
3.4

Two Dimensional Deep Classification model

Finally, with the inherent intrinsic features extracted, a Two Dimensional Deep Learning model is incorporated to
predict the cyclone intensity. With the heavy complication and increasing quantity of data being collected, a singledimensional model is limiting. A two-dimensional deep learning model with the potentiality of any complex nonlinear
spatio and temporal behaviors of a cyclone might increase the accuracy of prediction of future cyclone trajectories.
Each Two Dimensional Deep Learning (2DDL) pattern involves a visible layer, ‘𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉’, a hidden layer ‘𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻’, linked by
weights ‘𝑊𝑊’. The parameter involved in the design of 2DDL involves three factors, representing weights ‘𝑊𝑊’, and
two bias factors ‘𝑢𝑢’ and ‘𝑣𝑣’ expressed as given below.
𝜃𝜃 = (𝑊𝑊, 𝑢𝑢, 𝑣𝑣)
(9)
From the above equation (9), the probability pattern ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃’ mapping between the visible and hidden layer is expressed
as given below.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = − ∑𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 − ∑𝑗𝑗 𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗 − ∑𝑖𝑖 ∑𝑗𝑗 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗

(10)
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From the above equation (10), the probability pattern is measured based on the weight ‘𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 ’ between visible layer
‘𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 ’ and hidden layer ‘𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗 ’, bias ‘𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 ’ and ‘𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 ’ respectively. Then, the probability distribution which is utilized to
predict the output vector with respect to the visible layer ‘𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉’ is expressed as given below.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 |𝜃𝜃) =

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 (𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 | 𝜃𝜃)

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉,𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 | 𝜃𝜃)

(11)

The pseudo-code representation of Two Dimensional Deep Classification is given below.
Input: Spatio-temporal feature ‘𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆’, visible layer ‘𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉’, a hidden layer ‘𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻’
Output: Significant cyclone prediction
1: Begin
2:
For each Spatio-temporal feature ‘𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆’
3:
Obtain probability pattern ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃’ mapping between the visible and hidden layer using equation (10)
4:
Measure probability distribution to predict output vector to visible layer ‘𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉’ using equation (11)
5:
If ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 |𝜃𝜃)’ = 1 then
6:
Possible occurrence of cyclone
7:
End if
8:
If ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 |𝜃𝜃)’ <> 1 then
9:
No possible occurrence of cyclone
10:
End if
11:
End for
12: End
Algorithm 3: Two Dimensional Deep Classification algorithm
As given in the above Two Dimensional Deep Classification algorithm, the objective remains in predicting the
intensity of cyclone through a probability distribution. Here, the hidden states first extract and provide notable hidden
dynamic features from the extracted spatio-temporal features and permit the visible layer to accordingly weight these
patterns. Making the two-dimensional deep learning models appropriate and effective, it makes forecasting the
complex atmospheric systems of cyclones in a significant manner.
The Spatio-Temporal Kalman Momentum and Two Dimensional Deep Learning algorithm is given below:
Input: Input image ‘𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ’, time ‘𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚 ’ noise ‘𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚 , 𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛 ’
Output: Efficient cyclone prediction with a minimum error rate
// Pre-processing Phase
1: Begin
2:
For Input image ‘𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ’
3:
Measure optimal estimate with linear vector difference using equation (1)
4:
For each state of the system for two different states ‘𝑚𝑚’ and ‘𝑛𝑛’ distorted by a noise ‘𝜑𝜑𝑚𝑚 ’, ‘𝜑𝜑𝑛𝑛 ’
5:
Measure output ‘𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚 ’ and ‘𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 ’ using equation (2) and (3)
6:
Obtain a momentum shift rate for two states ‘(𝑞𝑞𝑚𝑚 , 𝑞𝑞𝑛𝑛 )’ using equation (4) and (5)
7:
Obtain a pre-processed image
8:
End for
9:
End for
// Feature Extraction
10: For each pre-processed image ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃’
11:
Extract temporal factors using (6)
12:
Obtain correlation function using equation (7)
13:
Extract spatio factors based on correlation using equation (8)
14:
Extracted spatio-temporal features
15:
End for
// Classification Phase
16:
For each Spatio-temporal feature ‘𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆’
17:
Obtain probability pattern ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃’ mapping between the visible and hidden layer using equation (10)
18:
Measure probability distribution to predict output vector to visible layer ‘𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉’ using equation (11)
19:
If ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 |𝜃𝜃)’ = 1 then
20:
Possible occurrence of cyclone
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21:
End if
22:
If ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃(𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 |𝜃𝜃)’ <> 1 then
23:
No possible occurrence of cyclone
24:
End if
25:
End for
26: End
Algorithm 4: Spatio-Temporal KalmanMomentumand Two Dimensional Deep Learning algorithm (SKM-2DDP)
Algorithm 4 represents the processing steps of the SKM-2DDP algorithm for predicting cyclone with higher accuracy
and minimum error. At first, the input image is taken from the dataset. The input image is denoised by using the
Kalman momentum conservation filter mechanism. With the pre-processed image, a correlated spatio- temporal
feature extraction process is performed for extracting different features. Then, the correlated spatio extracted features
are given to the input of two-dimensional deep learning models. In this model, the prediction of the cyclone with a
lower error rate is achieved by measuring the probability distribution function.
4.0

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section describes the process of evaluating the Spatio-Temporal Kalman Momentum and Two Dimensional Deep
Learning (SKM-2DDP) for cyclone classification and prediction. The SKM-2DDP is evaluated in different aspects,
Peak signal to noise ratio, cyclone prediction accuracy, cyclone prediction time, false-positive rate with respect to
different images extracted from two image datasets, namely, OCKHI_DEC2017 and VARDAH_DEC2016 gathered
at the different time and same images are applied to comparison with the existing methods for a fair comparison. This
is performed using MATLAB. The data set used in SKM-2DDP is obtained from National Central Satellite
Meteorological Centre (Cyclone Image) via http://satellite.imd.gov.in/dynamic/insat_3DR.htm
4.1

Impact of PSNR

Peak signal to noise ratio is defined as the ratio of the original cyclone image and the distorted images. The Peak
signal to noise ratio is measured as follows,
𝑅𝑅 2

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 10 ∗ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙10 � �
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = (𝐼𝐼 − 𝐼𝐼 ′ )2

(12)
(13)

From the above equation (12) and (13), the peak signal to noise ratio corresponds to the ratio of the logarithmic value
of the maximum possible pixel value of the image ‘𝑅𝑅’ and the mean square error ‘𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀’ respectively. Mean square
error ‘𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀’ refers to the square difference between the original image ‘𝐼𝐼’ and noisy image ‘𝐼𝐼 ′ ’ respectively. Here the
value of the maximum possible pixel is assigned as ‘𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑’.
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Fig. 4: Performance graph of PSNR using vardah cyclone images and ockhi cyclone images
Figure 4 given above shows the graphical representation of the PSNR. Here, in the above figure, the x-axis represents
the different numbers of images obtained from two different image sets, namely vardah cyclone images and ockhi
cyclone images collected at different time intervals of varying sizes. On the other hand, the y-axis represents the PSNR
measured in terms of decibels (dB). With the increase in the number of cyclone images provided as input, the peak
signal to noise ratio also increases. Higher the PSNR rate, the more efficient the method is said to be. From the figure,
it is inferred that the PSNR is found to be improved by applying both the vardah cyclone images and ockhi cyclone
images. For simulation purpose, with 5 numbers of images given as input, the MSE using vardah cyclone images for
the existing Cyclone identification and tracking [1] and Deep Convolutional Neural Network [2] was observed to be
121 and 169, similarly, for the proposed SKM-2DDP method it was observed to be 81. Therefore, the PSNR with
vardah cyclone images using existing Cyclone identification and tracking [1] and Deep Convolutional Neural Network
[2]was found to be ‘37.30dB’, ‘35.85dB’ and ‘39.04’ using SKM-2DDP method. Similarly, the PSNR, when applied
with the ockhi cyclone images using the existing Cyclone identification and tracking [1] and Deep Convolutional
Neural Network [2], was found to be ‘30.04dB’, ‘38.13dB’ and ‘40.06dB’ using SKM-2DDP method. This was due
to the application of the Kalman Momentum Conservation Filter model. By applying the Kalman Momentum
Conservation Filter model, higher contrast images were obtained using the Dvorak technique. With the higher contrast
images, by applying the momentum conservation optimal estimates of state variables are said to form. Therefore, the
PSNR using the SKM-2DDP method is improved by 18% and 10% when compared with [1] and [2] using vardah
cyclone images. Similarly, the PSNR using the SKM-2DDP method is improved by 23% and 11% when compared
with [1] and [2] using ockhi cyclone images.
4.2

Impact of Cyclone prediction accuracy

Cyclone prediction accuracy is determined based on the percentage ratio of the number of cyclone images correctly
predicted to the overall samples used as input for experimentation. The cyclone prediction accuracy is calculated as
specified below.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑛𝑛

∗ 100

(14)

From the above equation (14), the cyclone prediction accuracy ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃’ is measured in terms of percentage (%) with ‘𝑛𝑛’
corresponding to the input images provided as a sample. Higher the cyclone prediction accuracy more efficient the
method is said to be.
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Fig.5: Performance graph of Cyclone prediction accuracy using vardah cyclone images and
ockhi cyclone images
Figure 5 illustrates the convergence graph of cyclone prediction accuracy utilizing vardah cyclone and ockhi cyclone
images. As shown in the above figure, the cyclone prediction accuracy is directly proportional to the number of varied
images provided as input for the simulation setup. This is because, with the increase in the number of images, the sizes
of images also vary according to the two different cyclone images and hence, the prediction rate also differs. However,
from the figure, it is inferred that the cyclone prediction accuracy seems to be better using the SKM-2DDP scheme
when compared to the two existing methods [1] and [2] for both the vardah cyclone images and ockhi cyclone images.
This is evident from the mathematical calculations for sample images 15. When ‘15’ sample images were used, the
overall prediction accuracy using SKM-2DDP was observed to be ‘86.66%’, using Cyclone identification and
tracking was observed to be ‘80%’ and using Deep Convolutional Neural Network it was observed to be ‘73.33%’
when applied with vardah cyclone images. Similarly, when applied with ockhi cyclone images, the overall cyclone
prediction accuracy using SKM-2DDP was observed to be ‘93.33%’, using Cyclone identification and tracking was
observed to be ‘86.66%’ and using Deep Convolutional Neural Network it was observed to be ‘80%’. This is due to
the application of a correlated spatio-temporal feature extraction model. By applying the correlated spatio-temporal
feature extraction model, only potential predictors were extracted based on the correlation measurement. This was
done by obtaining the covariance factor for both the current frame and the displaced frame. With these resultant values,
both the temporal and spatial features were obtained. Therefore, the cyclone prediction accuracy is said to be improved
using SKM-2DDP by 9% and 19% when compared to [1] and [2] using vardah cyclone images and improved using
SKM-2DDP by 8% and 12% when compared to [1] and [2] using ockhi cyclone images respectively.
4.3

Impact of Cyclone prediction time

Cyclone prediction time indicates the time consumed in predicting the cyclones correctly and the overall samples
which is specified as input for experimentation. The cyclone prediction time is formulated as below.
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 [𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ]

(15)

From the equation (15), the cyclone prediction time ‘𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃’ is calculated in terms of milliseconds (ms) with ‘𝑛𝑛’
corresponding to the input images given as the sample. Lower the cyclone prediction time more efficient the method
is said to be. Figure 6 given below illustrates the cyclone prediction time using vardah cyclone images and ockhi
cyclone images. With the x-axis corresponding to the different numbers of images provided as input using vardah
cyclone images and ockhi cyclone images collected at different periods, the y-axis represents the cyclone prediction
time. It is measured in terms of milliseconds (ms). From the convergence plot it is inferred that with higher numbers
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of images provided as input, the size of the images differs and hence the cyclone prediction time is also found to be
higher with the increasing number of images. However, another fact to be observed that the cyclone prediction time
using the SKM-2DDP scheme is found to be better and wise than the existing methods [1] and [2] for both the vardah
cyclone images and ockhi cyclone images.
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Fig.6: Performance graph of Cyclone prediction time using vardah cyclone images and
ockhi cyclone images
This is evident from the sample calculations. With ‘15’ sample images provided as input using the SKM-2DDP
method, the overall cyclone prediction was observed to be ‘0.125𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚’, using [1] it was observed to be ‘0.205𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚’ and
using [2] it was observed to be ‘0.24𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚’ when applied with vardah cyclone images. Similarly, by applying ockhi
cyclone images, the overall cyclone prediction was observed to be ‘0.095𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚’ using the SKM-2DDP method, using
[1] it was observed to be ‘0.175𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚’ and using [2] it was observed to be ‘0.19𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚’. From this sample mathematical
calculation, it is evident that the cyclone prediction time was found to be lesser using the SKM-2DDP method when
compared to [1] and [2]. This is because of the application of the correlated feature extraction algorithm. By applying
the correlated feature extraction algorithm, only highly correlated features were extracted. With this highly correlated
feature, the cyclone prediction time was found to be lesser using the SKM-2DDP method by 34% and 38% compared
to [1] and [2] using vardah cyclone images. Similarly, by applying the ockhi cyclone images, the cyclone prediction
time was found to be lesser using the SKM-2DDP method by 40% and 41% compared to [1] and [2] respectively.
4.4

Impact of False positive rate

The false-positive rate is mentioned as the percentage ratio of the number of satellite cyclone images incorrectly
predicted as the probability of occurrences of cyclone images to the total number of sample images provided as input.
The mathematical representation of the false-positive rate is measured using the following equations,
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 =

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁.𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝑛𝑛

∗ 100

(16)

From the above equation (16), the false-positive rate ‘𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹’, is measured based on the sample images ‘𝑛𝑛’ provided as
input. It is measured in terms of percentage (%).
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Fig.7: Performance graph of false-positive rate using vardah cyclone images
and ockhi cyclone images
Figure 7 given above shows the convergence graph of the false-positive rate using vardah cyclone images and ockhi
cyclone images. From the figure, it is inferred that by applying both the images, the false positive rate is found to be
lesser using the SKM-2DDP method when compared to [1] and [2]. Let us consider, ‘5’ sample images provided as
input the false positive rate of proposed SKM-2DDP method is ‘20%’, whereas the false-positive rate of existing [1]
& [2] is 27% and 33% when applied with vardah cyclone images. Similarly, by applying ockhi cyclone images, the
false positive rate is observed as 27% using the SKM-2DDP method, using [1] it was observed to be ‘33%’ and using
[2] it was observed to be ‘33%’. This is because of the incorporation of Two Dimensional Deep Classification
algorithm. By implementing this algorithm, the probability distribution is applied to predict the intensity of the
cyclone. Besides, the hidden states are initially extracted and in turn, ensure notable hidden dynamic features via
correlated spatio-temporal features. In this way, it provides a visible layer to accordingly weight the patterns according
to the possible occurrence of the non-occurrence of the cyclone. With this classification, the false positive rate is said
to be minimized using SKM-2DDP method by 10% and 33% compared to [1] and [2] for vardah cyclone images and
similarly by 24% and 20% compared to [1] and [2] for ockhi cyclone images. From this analysis, the false-positive
rate of the proposed SKM-2DDP method is lesser when compared to other existing methods.
The proposed SKM-2DDP method enhances the performance of the cyclone prediction with the help of a deep learning
model. In this method, the peak signal to noise ratio is enhanced by applying the Kalman Momentum Conservation
Filter model and higher image quality is obtained using the Dvorak technique. Then, with the help of correlated spatiotemporal feature extraction model cyclone prediction accuracy is increased and reduces the prediction time efficiently.
Finally, Two Dimensional Deep Classification algorithm is applied to predict the cyclone intensity with minimum
false positive rate.
5.0

CONCLUSION

In this paper, Spatio-Temporal Kalman Momentum and Two Dimensional Deep Learning (SKM-2DDP) for cyclone
classification and prediction with higher cyclone prediction accuracy and the lower error rate is proposed. Three novel
models have been proposed. The first model called, Kalman Momentum Conservation Filter model aims to select
optimal estimates of state variables at each round for different images. It’s done by obtaining the momentum shift rate
and applying the Dvorak technique. The second model, called, Correlated Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction has
targeted to extract the potential predictor. Correlated feature extraction is used to get highly correlated features.
Finally, the Two Dimensional Deep Learning model performs the cyclone prediction through a probability
distribution. Following the procedures of the three proposed methods will not only improve the cyclone prediction
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accuracy but also reduces the false positive rate and cyclone prediction time. So, the error rate is found to be
comparatively lesser with the state-of-the-art methods. The performance results of the proposed method have
confirmed using MATLAB simulation with two datasets such as vardah and ockhi dataset. Through the
implementation, the proposed method is compared with the state-of-the-art method in terms of cyclone prediction
accuracy, cyclone prediction time, PSNR and false positive rate that yields better outcomes than others. From the
experimental results, 91% of prediction accuracy is increased, 28% of the false positive rate is reduced, 21% of
prediction time is reduced and 71% of peak signal to noise ratio is increased by the proposed SKM-2DDP method.
However, the proposed method does not consider the accuracy of feature selection. In future work, the effective
ensemble classification model is used to enhance the performance of feature selection accuracy and prediction
accuracy of cyclone data.
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